Why don't you give him a lift to town, while you're at it?

Because, that's just where you're sending him!
When you feature rejects, X-outs, cheap balls and off-brands, you're teaching your members to look for price, not quality — and when it comes to price, the downtown stores will whip you every time.
If you don't think your members know this, take a look at the balls that get pulled out of one of your water hazards some day. It'll shock you.
You say your members demand this stuff! Don't sell yourself short. If a man respects you enough to ask your advice about his swing, he'll listen to what you have to say about equipment.

Sell Quality. Sell the competitive edge that comes with Titleist length and consistency.
When your players start thinking about "which ball is best?" rather than "which ball is cheapest?" — they'll play better golf and you'll sell more balls.
Remember, Acushnet is the only golf ball manufacturer who does not make a competing store line. When they want Titleists, they've got to come to you!
Two Profit-Makers From McLaughlin

A lively, moderate compression, touch, conventional construction ball. A practical ball for the average golfer. The best, urethane enamel and a finish clear coat.

Available with your course name and you can increase your profits because you can get full mark-up.

YOU SHOULDN'T PASS THIS ONE UP!

Range, Miniature, Pro Shop Golf Balls

Made of finest materials, carefully supervised. Covers contain the new DUPONT NEOPRENE HC for maximum durability. Finest URETHANE enamel used.

Want to Save On Range Balls?
Have your culls rebuilt the McLAUGHLIN way. Exclusive process gives them same durability as new range balls. Covers and paint the same as our new range balls.

New, one piece indestructible range balls. The will last for years!

YOU CAN PAY MORE—BUT YOU CAN'T BUY BETTER!

HUGH J. McLAUGHLIN & SON, Inc.
614 N. INDIANA AVENUE, CROWN POINT, INDIANA
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Ask yourself this question about your club's second most important investment...

How do we know we're buying the right watering system?
Choose Cast Iron Pipe
...and be sure!

Hard to believe? Not when you know cast iron pipe. It is the perfect material for golf course watering systems.

First of all, it goes in quickly and easily and is so tough that breakage is practically nonexistent. Once in, cast iron pipe stays in. Hazards such as water shock caused by sprinklers and equipment loads don’t even faze it. Cast iron pipe doesn’t absorb water and therefore the pipe can’t freeze or deteriorate.

Flexibility? You bet. Want to move the 12th hole? Just dig up the pipe and re-use it. Increased pressure is no problem, either. Cast iron pipe can take several times the pressure your system will require and stand up to it with ease. And, strong cast iron pipe taps easily with strip-proof threads for sprinkler connections.

Best of all, corrosion resistant, long-lived cast iron pipe has been proved in practice. Most of the major tournament courses installed it as original equipment—and are still using it for uninterrupted play and minimum maintenance. And it will be good for many years to come. 100-year-old cast iron pipe is serving more than 60 water utilities today.

Cast iron pipe is the only right material for your watering system. Specify cast iron pipe—and be sure.

CAST IRON PIPE RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
An association of quality producers dedicated to highest pipe standards through a program of continuing research
THE MARK OF PIPE THAT LASTS OVER 100 YEARS

Nothing serves like
CAST IRON PIPE

Get help on your irrigation system plans with the industry’s most complete booklet. Has vital design and installation tips and other planning aids. Mail coupon for free 20-page booklet.

Wallace T. Miller, Managing Director
Cast Iron Pipe Research Association
3440-G Prudential Plaza,
Chicago, Illinois 60601

Please send me a copy of your booklet, “Golf Course Irrigation.”

Name ____________________________________________
Position __________________________________________
Name of Course ____________________________________
Address __________________________________________
City ____________________________________________ State ______ Zip Code ______
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SENSATIONAL! NEW!

Rubber Adapter sleeve

Rubber Adapter sleeve

Flexi-Mat's

DELUXE RUBBER BASE

TURF KING

GOLF MAT BRUSH

(With Hi-Impact Long lasting Polypropylene Bristles)

1. The new Deluxe Turf King rubber base polypropylene brush is designed for indoor and outdoor use (Pat. Pend.) Non-skid bottom surface prevents brush from slipping while in play and protects expensive floors from scratching and marring.

2. Weatherproof.

3. Designed to allow easy installation of replacement strips.

4. Sizes: 5" x 20" (to fit 5" x 20" mat opening).

5. Rubber Adapter Sleeve allows 5" x 20" brush to fit 6½" x 22" mat opening.

DURABLE, RESILIENT REPLACEMENT STRIPS to fit 5" x 20" or 6½" x 22" Deluxe rubber base brush. (ONE SIZE STRIP FITS BOTH BRUSHES).

See Your Favorite Distributor or write to:

Flexi-Mat Corporation
1440 W. 21st. Place, Chicago, Ill. 60608
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CUSHMAN TURF-TRUCKSTER
with new hydraulic dump body

Now the 18-hp Cushman Turf-Truckster becomes a miniature dump truck for use everywhere on the course!

Think what you can do with this new all-purpose vehicle:

- carry and dump dirt or sand or gravel anywhere on the course!
- top-dress greens accurately, smoothly and quickly!
- gravel paths!
- replenish sand traps!

The oversize bed holds and dumps a big 1,000-pound payload. Specially-designed tailgate controls dumping accurately. Dump box is raised and lowered by big hydraulic lifting cylinder, which is operated by the driver without leaving his seat.

Hydraulic cylinder is operated by Turf-Truckster engine through special power take-off. When not in use as a dump, Cushman Turf-Truckster can be used to haul men and materials anywhere on the golf course. Big bed holds two green mowers with plenty of room to spare.

Specially-designed tailgate opens at the top in the conventional manner, and also swings from the top for dumping, at the touch of a lever near the driver's seat. The tailgate can also be removed entirely and made into a personnel seat across the dump body. Thus the vehicle can comfortably carry three men plus equipment anywhere on the golf course.

Ask your Cushman Distributor for a free demonstration of this newest Cushman Turf vehicle!

CUSHMAN MOTORS
"the big name in little wheels"
1020 N. 21st Street, Lincoln, Nebraska A Division of Outboard Marine Corporation
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Top dressing a golf green with calcine clay. Cushman Dump Body lays an even layer of the top dressing material; drag can be attached behind vehicle if desired. Tailgate opening is adjusted for controlled spreading. Wide 9.50 x 8 Terra Tires on the rear protect the turf.

Graveling a walk
Controlled tailgate gives smooth distribution of gravel.

Replenishing sand in a sand trap (below). Turf-Truckster drives everywhere on the golf course without danger to turf.
Nature had the fairway rye growing too fast and the wind drying greens slick made for bellyaching by Masters players who weren’t scoring well . . . Naturally, no complaints by those who had low scores although everybody played the same course . . . Several News Bulletins issued by Masters’ Chairman Clifford Roberts referred to course conditions . . . Greens mowing was a 3/16 inch in practice rounds and at 5/32 during the tournament . . . Same tournament length as last year . . . Thursday, April 6, first day of Masters, fairway mowers were set at 1/2 inch and each fairway and green was mowed twice (the custom at the Masters) . . .

Despite the cross-mowing, hot weather had the fairways growing so rapidly superintendent John Graves set mowers at 3/8 inch (“reluctantly” because he was afraid of scalping areas, said Roberts in Bulletin No. 11) . . . Nobody connected with the Masters had heard of fairways being mowed that close. However, Graves was pleased with the results and cross-mowing at that length was continued on Saturday and Sunday.

Roberts, in News Bulletin No. 2, referred to major alterations such as a bunker on the second hole and one on the 18th . . . He said, “We believe length alone is not the way to provide a good test of golfing ability. Our preference has always been to permit unusually skillful play to be rewarded by unusually good scores.” . . . Ben Hogan’s brilliant 66 Saturday against a par of 72 on the 6,980 yard course certainly was most “unusually skillful play.” . . .

Marshall E. Farnham who retired, three years ago after more than 30 years as superintendent, Philadelphia CC., and who was president GCSA in 1946 and 1947 and served as an official of Philadelphia area and other golf turf organizations, died March 31 of cancer . . . He was an admirable, outstanding personality and a practical scientist of immense influence and value in golf . . . Many superintendents have said Farnham was the supt. primarily responsible for developing understanding and cooperation between the men in charge of the courses and the Green Section and other agronomy specialists . . . He was a helpful, kindly friend of highest quality . . . A veteran member of his club several years ago well expressed the rating of Farnham by those who knew him. “The ideal country club would be one with its members nearly up to the standard of Marshall Farnham as a man and in his work.”

Southern Seniors GA in its 36th annual report lists 52 clubs at which SSGA events have been played during the 18 years Chester I. Williams has been the organization’s secretary . . . Three-time British Open Champion Henry Cotton relates that when Robert Simpson was pro at the Dalhousie GC, Carnoustie, Scotland, in 1883, he was paid approximately 75 cents for an 18-hole playing lesson and out of that had to pay his caddie about 15 cents . . . When Cotton became pro at Langley Park Club in England in 1923 his lesson fee was about

continued on page 12
HOW ECONOMICAL IS A GESTETNER?

Even if your only requirement is for typewriting reproduction, you will find that a GESTETNER will cost you no more than the old-fashioned mimeo — to own and operate!

Send for portfolio of facts

GESTETNER

GESTETNER is a stencil duplicator in principle only, i.e., low initial cost and simplicity and economy of operation. GESTETNER is designed like a modern printing press. It has outside-inked dual cylinders using printer's style paste ink, automatically fed to distributing rollers. Electronic (Gestefax) stencils give you instant reproduction of an almost unlimited range of subjects such as clippings, catalog pages with halftone illustrations, complex forms, and even original art and 'paste-up' layouts.
A new concept in design puts the weight above center to create maximum overspin.

Never short ... always up and in. That's what maximum overspin on the ball can do for your putting game. PGA golf club designers developed this new putter to give you a maximum overspin that "puts legs on your ball." Notice how they've shifted the weight of the head above center. This gives your ball forward rotation or overspin. And it's overspin that wheels your ball up to the cup and in. It's the first really new concept in putter design in many years. And only PGA has it. New Overspin Putter has top grade leather grip. Satin chrome finish. Equipped with alligator vinyl putter cover. About $16. Ask your golf professional to show you the New Overspin Putter from PGA.

* PATENT PENDING

PGA GOLF EQUIPMENT DIVISION

8350 North Lehigh Avenue, Morton Grove, Illinois 60053
Products of Victor Comptometer Corporation
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